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Abstract

Let π = π1π2 . . . πn be a permutation in the symmetric group Sn written in one-line
notation. The pinnacle set of π, denoted Pinπ, is the set of all πi such that πi−1 < πi >
πi+1. This is an analogue of the well-studied peak set of π where one considers values
rather than positions. The pinnacle set was introduced by Davis, Nelson, Petersen, and
Tenner who showed that it has many interesting properties. In particular, they proved
that the number of subsets of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} which can be the pinnacle set of some
permutation is a binomial coefficient. Their proof involved a bijection with lattice paths
and was somewhat involved. We give a simpler demonstration of this result which does not
need lattice paths. Moreover, we show that our map and theirs are different descriptions
of the same function. Davis et al. also studied the number of pinnacle sets with maximum
m and cardinality d which they denoted by p(m, d). We show that these integers are ballot
numbers and give two proofs of this fact: one using finite differences and one bijective.
Diaz-Lopez, Harris, Huang, Insko, and Nilsen found a summation formula for calculating
the number of permutations in Sn having a given pinnacle set. We derive a new expression
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for this number which is faster to calculate in many cases. We also show how this method
can be adapted to find the number of orderings of a pinnacle set which can be realized by
some π ∈ Sn.

1 Introduction

Let N and P be the nonnegative and positive integers, respectively. Given m,n ∈ P we use the
notation [m,n] = {m,m + 1, . . . , n} for the interval they define. We abbreviate [1, n] to [n].
Let Sn be the symmetric group of all permutations π = π1π2 . . . πn of [n] written in one-line
notation. An important statistic on Sn is the peak set of a permutation π which is defined as

Pk π = {i | πi−1 < πi > πi+1} ⊆ [2, n− 1].

For example, if π = 18524376 then Pkπ = {2, 5, 7} since π2 = 8, π5 = 4, and π7 = 7 are all
bigger than the elements directly to their left and right. It is easy to see that S ⊆ [2, n− 1] is
the peak set of some π ∈ Sn if and only if no two elements of S are consecutive. So the number
of possible peak sets is a Fibonacci number. One could also ask how many permutations have
a given peak set. This question was answered by Billey, Burdzy and Sagan.

Theorem 1.1 ([BBS13]). If n ∈ P and S ⊆ [2, n] then

#{π | Pk π = S} = p(S;n)2n−#S−1

where # denotes cardinality and p(S;n) is a polynomial in n depending on S.

It is natural to study the values at the peak indices. This line of research was initiated by
Davis, Nelson, Petersen, and Tenner [DNKPT18] and continued by Rusu [Rus20]; Diaz-Lopez,
Harris, Huang, Insko, and Nilsen [DLHH+21]; and Rusu and Tenner [RT]. Define the pinnacle
set of a permutation π ∈ Sn to be

Pin π = {πi | πi−1 < πi > πi+1} ⊆ [3, n]

Continuing with the example π = 18524376 we see that Pinπ = {4, 7, 8}. Following Davis et
al., call a set S an admissible pinnacle set if there is some permutation π with Pinπ = S. They
found a criterion for S to be admissible which will be useful in the sequel. This result was
stated in recursive fashion, but it is clearly equivalent to the following non-recursive version.

Theorem 1.2 ([DNKPT18]). Let S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} ⊂ P. The set S is an admissible
pinnacle set if and only if we have

si > 2i

for all i ∈ [d].

Davis et al. were able to count the number of admissible pinnacle sets for π ∈ Sn.

Theorem 1.3 ([DNKPT18]). If

An = {S | S = Pinπ for some π ∈ Sn}

then

#An =

(
n− 1⌊
n−1
2

⌋).
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They also studied the more refined constants

p(m, d) = #{S ∈ An | maxS = m and #S = d}

where n ≥ m. Note that if S = Pin π for some π ∈ Sn then S is also a pinnacle set of some
π′ ∈ Sn′ for all n′ ≥ n since one can just add values larger than n to the beginning of π in
decreasing order. It follows that the exact value of n does not play a role in the definition of
p(m, d).

A number of questions have been raised about pinnacle sets. For example, if

pS(n) = #{π ∈ Sn | Pin π = S}

then how can one compute these numbers as there does not seem to be an analogue of Theo-
rem 1.1 in the context of pinnacles. Davis et al. gave a recursive procedure for doing so, and
then a non-recursive summation formula for determining the pS(n) was proposed in the paper
of Diaz-Lopez et al.

Another problem suggested earlier is as follows. Given an admissible S, a permutation σ of
S is called an admissible ordering if there is a π ∈ Sn with Pin π = S and the pinnacles of π
occur in the same order as they do in σ. Let

O(S) = {σ | σ is an admissible ordering of S}.

For example, if S = {3, 5, 7} then σ = 537 ∈ O(S) as witnessed by π = 4513276. But
375 6∈ O(S) since in order for 6 not to be a pinnacle, it must be directly to the left or right of 7
and both choices lead to a contradiction. The set OS was studied in the articles of Rusu, and
of Rusu and Tenner. In the latter paper, the authors asked for a function to compute #O(S).

The rest of this article is structured as follows. The proof of Theorem 1.3 in [DNKPT18]
used a bijection involving lattice paths and was somewhat complicated. In the next section
we provide a simpler demonstration which does not need lattice paths. In fact, we show that
our map and theirs are different descriptions of the same function. Section 3 is devoted to the
p(m, d). We will show that these are actually just ballot numbers, and do this in two ways:
using the theory of finite differences and via a bijection. In the final section we give a new
summation formula for calculating pS(n) which is faster in many cases than the one proposed
in [DLHH+21]. We also show that our algorithm can be modified to find #O(S).

2 Counting admissible pinnacle sets

In this section we give our proof of Theorem 1.3. Our strategy will be as follows. First, we
will introduce the set of interleaved permutations which are obviously counted by the desired
binomial coefficient. Next, we will associate with each admissible pinnacle set S a particular
permutation π such that Pinπ = S. This permutation will be called right canonical because
its pinnacles will be as far right as possible. Finally, we will show that the set of interleaved
permutations and the set of right canonical permutations are, in fact, the same. This will
complete the proof of the theorem.

An interleaved permutation π ∈ Sn is one constructed in the following manner. Pick any
A ⊆ [2, n] with #A =

⌊
n−1
2

⌋
.
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I1 Fill the first
⌊
n−1
2

⌋
even positions of π with the elements of A in increasing order.

I2 Fill the remaining positions of π with the elements of A = [n]− A in increasing order.

As an example, suppose n = 9 and A = {2, 3, 7, 9}. After step I1 we have

π = 2 3 7 9 .

Since A = {1, 4, 5, 6, 8}, after I2 we have the full interleaved permutation

π = 1 2 4 3 5 7 6 9 8. (1)

Let
In = {π ∈ Sn | π is interleaved}.

Clearly π ∈ In is completely determined by the choice of A. It follows immediately that

#In =

(
n− 1⌊
n−1
2

⌋). (2)

Now given an admissible pinnacle set S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} ⊂ [n] we wish to construct
a permutation π ∈ Sn with Pin π = S. We use the following algorithm to construct the right
canonical permutation π from S. We first deal with the case where n is odd. Let S = [n]− S.

C1 Place elements of S in π moving right to left, starting with the largest unused element
of S and then decreasing until an element less than the largest unused element of S is
placed.

C2 Place the largest unused element of S in the rightmost unused position.

C3 Iterate C1 and C2 until all elements of S and S are placed.

If n is even, the only change to this procedure is that we fill both πn and πn−1 with elements
of S before considering whether to place an element of S. To illustrate, consider n = 9 and
S = {4, 7, 9}. So S = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8}. Here is the construction of π where, at each stage, we
note whether C1 or C2 is being used.

step C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C1 C2 C1 C1
π 8 98 698 7698 57698 357698 4357698 24357698 124357698

So the right canonical permutation for S = {4, 7, 9} is π = 124357698. Note that Pinπ = S.
Furthermore, this is the same permutation as obtained in (1). However, neither the sets A nor
A equals S. Let

Cn = {π ∈ Sn | π is right canonical}.
We first need to show that C1–C3 is well defined in that every position of π gets filled and

that we always have Pin π = S.

Lemma 2.1. If S ⊂ [n] is an admissible set then C1–C3 produces a permutation π with
Pin π = S. Thus

#Cn = #An.
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Proof. Clearly the second sentence follows from the first. For the first sentence, we will present
details for the case when n is odd. If n is even, then one can just place the largest element of
S in position n and proceed as in the odd case.

The following notation will be useful. Let

S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd},
S = {s̄1 < s̄2 < . . . < s̄n−d}.

We will also let Sp and Sp denote the elements of S and of S, respectively, which have not been
used during the placement of πn, πn−1, . . . , πp.

We will use reverse induction on the position p being filled in π. When p = n, we have
S 6= ∅ since 1, which is always a non-pinnacle, must be in S. So there is an element s̄n−d to
place in position n. Furthermore this element can not be a pinnacle since it is the last element
of the permutation, which agrees with the fact that it is in S.

Suppose that πn, πn−1, . . . , πp+1 have been constructed. Suppose first that πp+1 ∈ S. One
subcase is if either Sp = ∅, or Sp 6= ∅ and πp+1 > maxSp. We must show that Sp 6= ∅ so that we
can let πp = maxSp. This is true when Sp = ∅ since |Sp ] Sp| = p. If the second option holds
then we have πp+1 > maxSp. But there must be at least two elements of S smaller than maxSp
since S is admissible and so there is some permutation making maxSp a pinnacle. Also, these
elements must still be in Sp since elements of this set are placed in decreasing order right to
left. Thus this set is nonempty as desired. Furthermore, πp is not a pinnacle since it is smaller
than πp+1.

Now consider the subcase when πp+1 < maxSp. Then we let πp = maxSp which is well
defined. But we must show that πp is a pinnacle. We know πp > πp+1. So there remains
to check whether one can construct πp−1 with πp−1 < πp. For this, it suffices to show that
Sp−1 6= ∅ since then we will have πp−1 = maxSp−1 < πp+1 < πp. Note that this will also finish
the induction step.

We claim that if πp = si and πp+1 = s̄j then j > i. It will then follow that s̄j−1 exists and
can be used for πp−1. But by Theorem 1.2 we have si > s̄i+1. Indeed, if si < s̄i+1 then at
most the elements s1, . . . , si−1, s̄1, . . . , s̄i are less than si so that si ≤ 2i, a contradiction. Also,
elements of S are placed in decreasing order with si being placed as early as possible with a
smaller element to its right. The desired bound on j follows.

We are now ready to give our proof of Theorem 1.3.

Theorem 2.2. We have Cn = In. Thus

#An =

(
n− 1⌊
n−1
2

⌋).
Proof. The second statement follows directly from the first, Lemma 2.1, and equation (2). So
we only need to prove that the two sets are the same. We will consider the case when n is odd,
as the even case is similar.

We begin by showing that any right canonical permutation π is interleaved. That is to say,
the subword consisting of all even indices is an increasing sequence, and the subword consisting
of all odd indices is an increasing sequence starting with 1.
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In terms of the placement of 1, note that π1 is not a pinnacle. And since non-pinnacles are
placed in decreasing order from right to left we must have π1 = 1.

To finish this direction, it is enough to show that for any elements πi and πi+2, we have that
πi+2 > πi. Note that we are done immediately if πi and πi+2 are either both pinnacles or both
non-pinnacles since the construction places them in decreasing order from right to left. If πi+2 is
a pinnacle and πi is not, then by the pinnacle assumption πi+2 > πi+1. And since non-pinnacles
are placed in decreasing order right to left πi+1 > πi. Combining the two inequalities gives the
desired result. Finally, suppose πi is a pinnacle and πi+2 is not. Then πi+1 is not a pinnacle,
being adjacent to πi. And, by construction, πi+1 must be the first available non-pinnacle right
to left which is smaller than πi. It follows that πi+2 > πi.

For set containment the other way, let π be an interleaved permutation. It suffices to show
that if the elements of π are placed right to left then they follow C1–C3. Consider πi placed
after πi+1 with 1 < i < n. The boundary cases when i = 1 or n are similar. If πi < πi+1 then
πi is a non-pinnacle and πi+1 is either a non-pinnacle or a pinnacle. In the first case, the non-
pinnacles are being placed in decreasing order as desired. In the second, the previously placed
non-pinnacle is πi+2. So the same conclusion holds by the interleaving condition. Now consider
the possibility πi > πi+1. By the interleaving condition, πi−1 < πi+1 so πi is a pinnacle. Either
πi+2 is a pinnacle or not, the latter possibility including the case that πi+2 does not exist. If it is,
then the interleaving condition shows that pinnacles are being placed in decreasing order. If πi+2

is not a pinnacle, then this fact and the interleaving condition again imply πi < πi+2 < πi+3. It
follows that πi was placed after the first smaller non-pinnacle and, by the interleaving condition
one last time, that any pinnacles to its right are larger. This completes the proof of the other
containment.

Given a set A and k ∈ N we let
(
A
k

)
be the set of all k-element subsets of A. The above

construct gives us a bijection

ψ :

(
[2, n]⌊
n−1
2

⌋)→ An
given by

ψ(A) = Pin π

where π is the interleaving permutation corresponding to A.
In [DNKPT18], the authors proved Theorem 1.3 using a bijection

φ :

(
[2, n]⌊
n−1
2

⌋)→ An
defined as follows. An up-down lattice path L starts at the origin and uses steps which are either
up (U) or down (D) parallel to the vectors [1, 1] and [1,−1], respectively. For more information
about lattice paths, see the text of Sagan [Sag20]. It will be convenient to index the steps of L

with [2, n] and write L = s2s3 . . . sn. Associate with A ∈
( [2,n]

bn−1
2 c
)

the lattice path L such that

si =

{
D if i ∈ A,
U if i 6∈ A.

To illustrate, if n = 9 and A = {2, 3, 7, 9} as in the example beginning this section then

L = DDUUUDUD
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6 7 8 9

Figure 1: The lattice path L for A = {2, 3, 7, 9}

as depicted in Figure 1 where each step is labeled by its index. We now define

φ(A) = {i | in L either si = U strictly below the x-axis, or si = D weakly above the x-axis}.

Continuing our example, φ({2, 3, 7, 9}) = {4, 7, 9} = ψ({2, 3, 7, 9}). This is not an accident.

Proposition 2.3. We have
φ = ψ.

Proof. We will give the proof for n odd as the even case is similar. Let l = (n − 1)/2. We
need to show that φ(A) = ψ(A) for all A ∈

(
[2,n]
l

)
. Suppose A = {a1 < a2 < . . . < al} and

A = [n] − A = {a1 < a2 < . . . < an−l}. Let L and π be the lattice path and interleaved
permutation, respectively, associated with A. So ψ(A) = Pin π and there will be two cases
depending on whether a pinnacle of π comes from A or A

In the first case, suppose ai ∈ Pinπ. Since π is interleaved, this is equivalent to ai = π2i >
π2i+1 = ai+1. Recall that ai indexes the ith D step of L, and similarly for ai+1 and U steps.
So the previous inequality is equivalent to step sai = D being preceded by more up steps than
down steps. And this is precisely the condition for ai to be the index of a down step weakly
above the x-axis, which means it is in φ(A). Thus this case is complete.

In a similar manner, one proves that ai ∈ Pin π if and only if ai is the index of an up step
strictly below the x-axis. This completes the second case and the proof.

3 Ballot numbers

Davis et al. derived a number of properties of the constants p(m, d) which count the number
of admissible pinnacle sets S with d elements and maximum m. In this section we prove that
these constants are, in fact, ballot numbers. We give two proofs of this result. In the first,
we derive a formula for p(m, d) using finite differences and then show that it agrees with the
well-known expression for ballot numbers. In the second, we give an explicit bijection between
these admissible sets and ballot sequences.
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Suppose we are given nonnegative integers p > q. A (p, q) ballot sequence is a permutation
β = β1β2 . . . βp+q of p copies of the letter X and q copies of the letter Y such that in any
nonempty prefix β1β2 . . . βi the number of X’s is greater than the number of Y ’s. Let

Bp,q = {β | β is a (p, q) ballot sequence}.

The following result is well known.

Theorem 3.1 ([And87],[Ber87]). For nonnegative integers p > q we have

#Bp,q =
p− q
p+ q

(
p+ q

q

)
.

Note that if we let p = d+ 1 and q = d then the previous result gives get

#Bd+1,d =
1

2d+ 1

(
2d+ 1

d

)
= Cd

where Cd is the dth Catalan number.
Our first proof that the p(m, d) are ballot numbers will use the theory of finite differences.

If f(m) is a function of a nonnegative integer m then its forward difference is the function ∆f
defined by

∆f(m) = f(m+ 1)− f(m).

For a fixed d ∈ P, define the following polynomial in m of degree d− 1

pd(m) =
m− 2d+ 1

(d− 1)!

d−1∏
i=2

(m− i).

Lemma 3.2. The polynomial pd(m) satisfies

∆pd(m) = pd−1(m)

and
pd(2d+ 1) = Cd.

Proof. To prove the first equality, we compute

∆pd(m) = pd(m+ 1)− pd(m)

=
m− 2d+ 2

(d− 1)!

d−1∏
i=2

(m+ 1− i)− m− 2d+ 1

(d− 1)!

d−1∏
i=2

(m− i)

=
(m− 2d+ 2)(m− 1)− (m− 2d+ 1)(m− d+ 1)

(d− 1)!

d−2∏
i=2

(m− i)

=
(d− 1)(m− 2d+ 3)

(d− 1)!

d−2∏
i=2

(m− i)

= pd−1(m).
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For the second equality, we have

pd(2d+ 1) =
2

(d− 1)!

d−1∏
i=2

(2d+ 1− i)

=
2d

d!
· (2d− 1)!

(d+ 1)!

=
(2d)!

d!(d+ 1)!

= Cd

which finishes the proof.

Note that by the criterion in Theorem 1.2, p(m, d) can only be nonzero if m > 2d.

Theorem 3.3. If m, d ∈ P with m > 2d then p(m, d) = pd(m). Thus

p(m, d) =
m− 2d+ 1

m− 1

(
m− 1

d− 1

)
= #Bm−d,d−1.

Proof. Induct on d where the base case of d = 1 is trivial to verify. To finish the first claim, it
suffices to use the previous lemma and show that both ∆p(m, d) = p(m, d−1) and p(2d+1, d) =
Cd. But these were proved in [DNKPT18, Sections 2.2–2.3]. The first displayed equality now
follows from simple manipulation of the definition of pd(m), while the second comes from
Theorem 3.1.

We would like to give a bijective proof of the relationship between admissible pinnacle sets
and ballot sequences from the previous theorem. Let

P(m, d) = {S | S admissible with maxS = m and #S = d}

so that #P(m, d) = p(m, d). For m > 2d, define a map

η : Bm−d,d−1 → P(m, d)

by sending ballot sequence β = β1β2 . . . βm−1 to

η(β) = {i | βi = Y } ] {m}.

For example, if m = 9, d = 3 and β = XXXYXXYX then

η(β) = {4, 7} ] {9} = {4, 7, 9}.

Theorem 3.4. The map η is a well-defined bijection.
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Proof. We must first show that η is well defined in that η(β) ∈ P(m, d). Since β ∈ Bm−d,d−1
we see that the set {i | βi = Y } is contained in [m − 1] and has cardinality d − 1. It follows
that S = η(β) has maximum m and cardinality d.

There remains to show that S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} is admissible. By Theorem 1.2, it
suffices to show that si > 2i for all i. But si is the index of the ith Y in β. Since β is a ballot
sequence, this Y is preceded by i copies of Y (including itself) and at least i + 1 copies of X.
So si ≥ i+ (i+ 1) = 2i+ 1 which is what we wished to prove.

To show that η is a bijection, we create its inverse. Given S ∈ P(m, d) we define η−1(S) =
β = β1β2 . . . βm−1 by letting

βi =

{
X if i 6∈ S,
Y if i ∈ S.

The proof that η−1 is well defined is similar to the one for η. And proving that the compositions
of η with η−1 are identity maps is easy. So we are done.

4 Permutations with a given pinnacle set

Given an admissible set S, there does not seem to be an expression for pS(n), the number of
permutations in Sn with S as pinnacle set, analogous to the one in Theorem 1.1 for peak sets.
In [DNKPT18], they found expressions for pS(n) when #S ≤ 2 as well as bounds for general
S, and asked whether an exact formula could be given in the general case. Such an expression
was given in [DLHH+21] as a summation. In this section we will give another sum which is
asymptotically more efficient. In addition, this method can be extended to count #O(S), the
number of admissible orderings of S.

Since our sum will involve a significant amount of new notation, we will collect it here and
then explain its relevance afterwards. Fix n ∈ P. Suppose we have an admissible pinnacle
set S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} for permutations in Sn. We use the convention s0 = 0 and
sd+1 = n+ 1 and let

ni = si+1 − si − 1

for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. Let
D = {1l, 1r, 2l, 2r, . . . , dl, dr}

and give the following total order to D’s elements

1l < 1r < 2l < 2r < . . . < dl < dr.

We call il and ir the elements of rank i in D. If B ⊆ D then we will let

b = #B

and
rj = the rank of the jth smallest element of B

for 1 ≤ j ≤ b. We also define

bi = the number of elements in B with rank at least i.
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Note that we always have b1 = b and bd+1 = 0 since d is the largest rank. For example, if d = 4,
then D = {1l, 1r, 2l, 2r, 3l, 3r, 4l, 4r} and one possible B might be B = {1l, 3l, 3r, 4r} which has
r1 = 1, r2 = 3, r3 = 3, r4 = 4 and b1 = 4, b2 = 3, b3 = 3, b4 = 1, b5 = 0. We can now state the
first main result of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Given n ∈ P and admissible S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} we have

pS(n) = 2n−2d−1
∑

B⊆D: |B|≤d

(−1)b(d− b)!

(
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

)(
d∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

)
.

To prove this, it will be convenient to convert the linear permutations we have been studying
into cyclic ones in order to avoid considering boundary cases. Given a linear permutation
π = π1π2 . . . πn the corresponding cyclic permutation is the set of permutations

[π] = {π1π2 . . . πn, π2 . . . πnπ1, . . . , πnπ1 . . . πn−1}.

Intuitively, we think of [π] as the result of arranging the elements of π on a circle. Let

[Sn] = {[π] | π ∈ Sn}.

For example if π = 1324 then

[π] = {1324, 3241, 2413, 4132}.

We are also using the bracket notation in [n] where n ∈ N but this should not cause any
confusion. Cyclic permutations are of interest in part because of their relation with pattern
avoidance, standard Young tableaux, quasisymmetric functions, and other mathematical ob-
jects [AGRR, Cal, DLM+a, DLM+b, GLW18, GLW19].

We define the pinnacle set of [π] = [π1π2 . . . πn] to be

Pin[π] = {πi | πi−1 < πi > πi+1 where subscripts are taken modulo n}.

Continuing our example from the last paragraph

Pin[1324] = {3, 4}.

Note in particular that Pin[12] = {2} and, more generally, n ∈ Pin[π] for any [π] ∈ [Sn] where
n ≥ 2.

Lemma 4.2. For n ∈ P, there is a bijection between linear permutations in Sn with pinnacle
set S and cyclic permutations in [Sn+1] with pinnacle set S ′ = S ∪ {n+ 1}.

Proof. Given a linear π, append the element n+ 1 to the end of π and take the corresponding
equivalence class in Sn+1 to form an element of [Sn+1]. The map is clearly invertible and does
not destroy or create any pinnacles for elements in [n]. Since n + 1 ≥ 2, we know that n + 1
will become a pinnacle. Therefore the map has the desired properties concerning the pinnacle
set.
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Consider some admissible pinnacle set S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd}. Given the above lemma,
we may count the number of permutations in Sn with pinnacle set S by counting the number
of cyclic permutations [π] ∈ [Sn+1] with pinnacle set S ′ = S∪{n+1} where we let sd+1 = n+1.
Therefore, much of what follows will be in regards to cyclic permutations with pinnacle set S ′.

A factor of a (cyclic) permutation is a subsequence of consecutive elements. We may attempt
to construct a [π] with pinnacle set S ′ by first putting the elements of S ′ in some cyclic order,
and then placing all elements in S ′ = [n+1]−S ′ into either decreasing factors starting with some
si, or into increasing factors ending with some si. Such a [π] will then be completely determined
by the increasing/decreasing factors that each element of S ′ falls into, and we will call every
such assignment a placement. Note that it is possible for multiple placements to result in the
same permutation since each vale (an element of [π] smaller than the elements on either side)
can be part of the factor on either side. For example, start with a desired pinnacle set {4, 5}
and place non-pinnacles between these elements to form the cyclic permutation [π] = [14325].
Then [π] would be associated with a placement where the decreasing factor starting with 4 is 43
and the increasing factor ending with 5 is 25. But it would also be associated with a placement
having these factors be 432 and 5, respectively.

It is also possible, depending on the placement, that [π] will not have pinnacle set S ′ if no
sufficiently small elements are placed between two pinnacles. In our example above, this could
have happened if we had placed 1, 2 and 3 all in the increasing factor ending in 5, resulting in
the cyclic permutation [41235] in which only 5 is a pinnacle. It is true, however, that any [π] so
constructed will have a pinnacle set that is a subset of S ′ since every non-pinnacle was placed
so that its factor contains an si which is the largest element. For our arguments, we will focus
on counting placements and then convert them into permutations later.

Fix a cyclic ordering of the pinnacle indices and write it as [τ ] = [τ1 · · · τd+1] ∈ [Sd+1]. An
example is shown in Figure 2 where τ = [7612354]. Now given a placement consistent with
this ordering, for every space between two adjacent elements in [τ ] define the dale set of this
placement to consist of all elements between the two corresponding pinnacles that are also
smaller than both pinnacles. So in Figure 2 the dales are outlined by triangles with solid lines
as sides. If si is the smaller of the two pinnacles, then we say that the dale has rank i. Note
that the rank is from the index of si and not its actual value. We will further denote the rank
as either il or ir depending on whether the dale is to the left, or right of the pinnacle si. In
Figure 2 the dale ranks are given along the x-axis. Define the dale rank set D[τ ] to be the set
of the dale ranks of [τ ]. And define the master dale rank set to be

D = {1l, 1r, 2l, 2r, . . . , dl, dr}

so that D ⊇ D[τ ] for all [τ ]. In Figure 2, we have that D[τ ] = {1l, 1r, 2r, 3r, 41, 4r, 6l} while
D = {1l, 1r, 2l, 2r, . . . , 6l, 6r}. Note that, by our definitions, there will be no dales in the case
where d = 0.

Clearly D[τ ] will be a subset of D consisting of exactly d + 1 elements if d > 0, and empty
otherwise. We can derive further information about D[τ ] if we want, such as how it will always
contain both 1l and 1r if d > 0, how it will never contain both dl and dr if d > 1, and how D[τ ]

will never be able to have certain combinations of the higher ranked dales. These facts are not
necessary for proving our formula, although further analysis of them might help to improve its
efficiency.
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Figure 2: Example of a pinnacle set ordering [τ ] = [7612354] with corresponding dales.

Lemma 4.3. For n ∈ P, a given placement will correspond to a permutation [π] ∈ [Sn+1] with
pinnacle set S ′ if and only if every dale is non-empty.

Proof. First, suppose d = 0. In this case, the theorem is trivial since there are no dales. And
every placement will automatically result in only one pinnacle, namely n+ 1, as long as n > 0.

Now suppose d > 0. Clearly if any dale of rank i (whether left or right) is empty, then
the pinnacle si will have no smaller elements between itself and the higher pinnacle next to
it, which will force si to not be a pinnacle. On the other hand, if all dales have at least one
element, then the space between any two pinnacles will always contain an element smaller than
both, and all elements of S ′ will in fact be pinnacles.

We can now enumerate all placements corresponding to a given cyclic ordering of the indices
of the pinnacle set S ′.

Lemma 4.4. Given an admissible pinnacle set S ′, fix an order [τ ] of the pinnacle indices. The
total number of placements with order [τ ] that will result in a permutation with pinnacle set S ′

is given by ∑
B⊂D[τ ]

(−1)b
d∏
i=0

2ni(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

where b, d, the bi, and the ni are defined above.

Proof. We will use the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion or PIE. We let our universal set be
all possible placements with no restrictions. We then wish to exclude any placement where at
least one dale is empty. Therefore, if B is some subset of the dales, we must be able to count
the number of placements where all dales in B (and possibly others) are empty.
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First consider the case when B = ∅. There are 2(d+ 1) factors of which 2i only exist below
si. So each of the ni non-pinnacles between si and si+1 may be placed in any of the 2(d+ 1− i)
factors that are long enough to extend above si. As an example, in Figure 4.3 if we look between
the horizontal boundary lines for the elements counted by n2 we see there are 10 = 2(6 + 1− 2)
such factors represented by the diagonal lines (solid or dotted) which intersect the region.

For non-empty B, each dale of rank at least i + 1 that we require to be empty will result
in a loss of two additional factors, and so there are only 2(d+ 1− i− bi+1) choices. Therefore,
for a given B, the total number of placements guaranteeing the dales in B are empty is

d∏
i=0

2ni(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni .

To use the PIE, we must also attach the sign (−1)|B| = (−1)b to this term before summing.
Therefore, given a fixed order [τ ] of the pinnacle indices of S ′, we have that the total number
of placements that will result in a permutation with pinnacle set S ′ is

∑
B⊆D[τ ]

(−1)b
d∏
i=0

2ni(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni .

Finally, when B = D[τ ] then b1 = #B = d+ 1. So we can ignore this term because the product
has a factor of d+ 1− b1 = 0.

The above formula must be summed over all possible [τ ] to give a final count for the number
of [π] with Pin[π] = S ′. This results in computationally expensive double sum. Also, note that
in the above formula there may be multiple B resulting in the same term. For example,
{1l, 2r, 5l} is not the same as {1r, 2r, 5l} even though both produce the same bi. We will take
care of this redundancy when we optimize our formula below.

To fix the double sum problem, note that each B in Lemma 4.4 is a subset of the master
dale rank set D. We will fix some subset B ⊆ D and count the number of orderings [τ ] that
will produce a D[τ ] which can have B as a subset. This will allow us to just sum over all subsets
B ⊆ D without having to keep track of [τ ]. Furthermore, we only have to sum over the subsets
B of cardinality at most d since requiring more than d dales to be empty is impossible for an
admissible pinnacle set.

Lemma 4.5. Fix some B ⊆ D with |B| ≤ d. The number of orderings [τ ] that will produce a
D[τ ] such that B ⊆ D[τ ] is given by

(d− b)!
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

where b, d, and the ri are defined as above.

Proof. We will start by viewing all d+ 1 pinnacles as separate and then adjoin them in pairs in
such a way so that the desired dales are formed. Here, “adjoining a pair of pinnacles” means
requiring that they be adjacent in [τ ].
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We start with the dale of rank rb the largest rank in B. In that case, the only way to
generate such a dale is to order srb so that one of the d+ 1− rb higher pinnacles is directly to
its left or right depending on whether the corresponding element of B is a left or right rank,
respectively. So select one such pinnacle and adjoin it to the appropriate side of srb .

Next we will examine the dale in B with the next highest rank, rb−1. If rb−1 is a smaller
rank than rb, we may once again select a taller pinnacle to place next to srb−1

, on either the left
or right as necessary, in order to produce the desired dale. This time however, although there
are d + 1 − rb−1 pinnacles higher than srb−1

, one of them is unavailable since we have already
adjoined two of the higher-ranked pinnacles together. More specifically, because of adjoining
a higher pinnacle with srb , we know that one taller pinnacle cannot be joined to its left and
another cannot be joined to its right. So no matter whether rb−1 corresponded to a left or right
dale, there is one less option. Therefore, the number of ways to append a larger pinnacle is
d+ 1− rb−1−1. On the other hand, if rb−1 = rb then we need to adjoin a second pinnacle to srb
on the side opposite the one used when considering rb. Again, the pinnacle already adjoined to
srb removes one option so the number of choices is d+ 1− rb−1 − 1 as before. So in either case
we have the same number of possibilities. Similar consideration show that, in general, each rb−i
results in d + 1 − i − rb−i choices for adjoining pinnacles. Note that for this argument we are
using the fact that b ≤ d since if b = d+ 1 then the string of pinnacles would wrap into a circle
before creating the final dale.

Once all dales have been created by the above process, we only need to count the number
of ways to join the resulting strings of pinnacles together. Since we have adjoined pinnacles
together b times, we have d+ 1− b strings which we then must arrange in a circle. This can be
done in (d+ 1− b− 1)! = (d− b)! ways. Therefore,

(d− b)!
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

is the number of orderings [τ ] that will allow for a given B to be a subset of D[τ ].

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.1 which we restate here for ease of reference.

Theorem 4.6. Given n ∈ P and admissible S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} we have

pS(n) = 2n−2d−1
∑

B⊆D: |B|≤d

(−1)b(d− b)!

(
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

)(
d∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

)
.

Proof. It is easy to verify the formula if d = 0, so we assume d > 0. From Lemma 4.3, the
number of permutations π ∈ Sn+1 with pinnacle set S equals the number of cyclic permutations
[π] ∈ [Sn+1] with pinnacle set S ′ = S ∪ {n+ 1}. So we will count the latter. From Lemma 4.4,
the number of placements which correspond to a cyclic permutation with pinnacle set S ′ is
given by ∑

[τ ]

∑
B⊆D[τ ]

(−1)b
d∏
i=0

2ni(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

where the outer sum is over all possible cyclic orderings [τ ] of the index set of S ′. We now wish
to swap the summations so that the outer sum is over all B ⊆ D with |B| ≤ d. We may restrict
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to size at most d since any larger B will either consist of a combination of dales that cannot
exist, or will require all d+ 1 dales to be empty which is impossible because of the assumption
that d > 0. In order to interchange the summations we must multiply the term corresponding
to each B by the number of distinct permutations [τ ] that could have generated it. This was
counted in Lemma 4.5, and so we get the formula

∑
B⊂D: |B|≤d

(−1)b(d− b)!

(
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

)(
d∏
i=0

2ni(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

)

for the number of placements.
Now we seek to turn the placements into permutations. Since all dales are guaranteed to be

non-empty, we have that every permutation corresponding to one of these placements will have
d+ 1 non-pinnacle elements that are part of both a decreasing factor and an increasing factor.
This means that every such corresponding [π] has been counted by 2d+1 placements. Dividing
by this, and also pulling some common factors of two out from the second product, we have

pS(n) = 2−d−1
d∏
i=0

2ni
∑

B⊆D: |B|≤d

(−1)b(d− b)!

(
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

)(
d∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

)

= 2n−2d−1
∑

B⊆D: |B|≤d

(−1)b(d− b)!

(
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

)(
d∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

)

where this is the formula we set out to prove.

In [DNKPT18], explicit formulas were given for pS(n) when |S| ≤ 3. These expressions
follow easily from the previous reslt.

Corollary 4.7. We have the following values for pS(n).

(1) If S = ∅ then
pS(n) = 2n−1.

(2) If S = {l} where 3 ≤ l ≤ n then

pS(n) = 2n−2(2l−2 − 1).

(3) If S = {l,m} where l ≥ 3, m ≥ 5, and l < m ≤ n, then

pS(n) = 2n+m−l−5(3l−1 − 2l + 1)− 2n−3(2l−2 − 1).

Proof. In each of the results we apply Theorem 4.6.
(1) When d = 0, the first product in Theorem 4.6 is always empty and the second always

equals one. Therefore, everything reduces immediately to pS(n) = 2n−1, as desired.
(2) When d = 1 we have n0 = l−1, n1 = n− l. Therefore, we have the following possibilities

for B, and the corresponding terms in the summation

• B = ∅ : 2l−1
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• B = {1l} or {1r}: −1

which when substituted into the formula gives

pS(n) = 2n−3(2l−1 − 2) = 2n−2(2l−2 − 1).

(3) When d = 2 we have n0 = l − 1, n1 = m − l − 1, and n2 = n − m. Additionally, the
first inner product will always zero out if 2r, 2l are both in B. Therefore, we have the following
possibilities for B, and the corresponding terms in the summation:

• B = ∅ : (2)3l−12m−l−1

• B = {1l} or {1r}: (−2)2l−12m−l−1

• B = {2l} or {2r}: (−1)2l−1

• B = {1l, 1r}: 2

• B = {1l, 2r} or {1r, 2r} or {1l, 2l} or {1r, 2l}: 1.

When we substitute all these into the formula, we get

pS(n) = 2n−5[(2)3l−12m−l−1 − (4)2l−12m−l−1 − (2)2l−1 + (2)2m−l−1 + 4]

= 2n−5[(2)3l−12m−l−1 − (4)2l−12m−l−1 + (2)2m−l−1]− 2n−5[(2)2l−1 − 4]

= 2n+m−l−5(3l−1 − 2l + 1)− 2n−3(2l−2 − 1)

as desired.

We can make Theorem 4.6 more efficient by summing over certain weak compositions rather
than subsets. A weak composition of n ∈ N is a sequence α = [α1, α2, . . . , αk] of nonnegative
integers called parts such that

∑
i αi = n. In this case we write α |= n or |α| = n where

|α| =
∑

i αi. To B ⊆ D we associate the composition α = [α1, α2, . . . , αd] where αi is the
number of dales in B of rank i. To illustrate, for the example in Figure 2 the corresponding
composition is α = [2, 1, 1, 2, 0, 1]. Note that all the necessary parameters for D can be read off
of α. In particular

rj = min{i | α1 + α2 + · · ·+ αi ≥ j},
and

bi = αi + αi+1 + · · ·+ αd.

Note that
b = b1 = |α|.

Thus we will be able to sum over the following set

C(d) = {α = [α1, α2, . . . , αd] | αi ∈ [0, 2] for all i and |α| ≤ d}.

We must find how many B correspond to a given α. If αi = 0 then B contains no dales of
rank i. If αi = 2 then B contains both dales of rank i. So the only choice comes if αi = 1 in
which case B could contain either il or ir. Letting

o = the number of αi = 1

we see that the number of B represented by α is 2o. Thus we have proved the following result.
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S DLHHIN DLMSSS

{3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21} 9.2× 10−5 0.72

{3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30} 0.11 0.73

{3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 35, 39} 9.5 0.73

{3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38, 43, 48} 210 0.78

Table 1: Run times in seconds compared when most ni are equal

Corollary 4.8. Given n ∈ P and admissible S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} we have

pS(n) = 2n−2d−1
∑

α∈C(d)

(−1)b2o(d− b)!

(
b−1∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rb−i)

)(
d∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− bi+1)
ni

)
.

In order to compare this formula to the one in [DLHH+21], we need to introduce some
notation. The vale set of a permutation π is

Val π = {πi | πi−1 > πi < πi+1}.

Call a pair (S, T ) n-admissible if there is a permutation π ∈ Sn with Pin π = S and Valπ = T .
Define

Vn(S) = {T | (S, T ) is n-admissible}.

Theorem 4.9 ([DLHH+21]). Given n ∈ P and admissible S with #S = d we have

pS(n) = 2n−2d−1
∑

T∈Vn(S)

∏
s∈S

(
NST (s)

2

) ∏
t∈[n]−(S]T )

NST (t)

where Si = {s ∈ S | s < i}, Ti = {t ∈ T | t < i}, and NST (i) = #Ti −#Si.

In order to estimate the number of terms in this sum, we need a formula for #Vn(S). Let

K(d) = {α = [α1, α2, . . . , αd] |= d | α1 + α2 + · · ·+ αk ≥ k for all k ∈ [d]}.

Theorem 4.10 ([DLHH+21]). Given n ∈ P and admissible S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sd} we have

#Vn(S) =
∑

α∈K(d)

(
n0 − 1

α1

) d∏
i=2

(
ni−1
αi

)
.

We can now compare the number of terms in the sums of Corollary 4.8 and Theorem 4.9.
In the former we have c(d) := #C(d) ≤ 3d terms, where the inequality comes from the fact
that every αi ∈ {0, 1, 2}. In the latter, we have vn(S) := #Vn(S) terms which depends on n
and S, and not just d as seen in Theorem 4.10. If n1 ≤ 4 and ni ≤ 3 for i ≥ 2 then each
of the binomial coefficients in the sum is a most 3 and so vn(S) could be significantly smaller
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Increase n4 with other ni constant

S DLHHIN DLMSSS

{3, 5, 7, 9, 11} 2.9× 10−5 0.0014

{3, 5, 7, 9, 21} 7.1× 10−5 0.0014

{3, 5, 7, 9, 31} 0.00012 0.0015

{3, 5, 7, 9, 41} 0.00017 0.0015

Increase n0 with other ni constant

S DLHHIN DLMSSS

{3, 5, 7, 9, 11} 2.9× 10−5 0.0014

{13, 15, 17, 19, 21} 0.012 0.0015

{23, 25, 27, 29, 31} 0.26 0.0015

{33, 35, 37, 39, 41} 1.8 0.0015

Table 2: Run times in seconds compared when most ni are constant

than c(d). But if even one of the ni is large, then the inequality will be reversed. For example,
suppose n1 ≥ 2d+ 1 and take α = [d, 0, 0, . . . , 0] ∈ K(d). Then, by Stirling’s approximation,

vn(S) ≥
(

2d

d

)
∼ 4d√

πd

which will eventually be greater than 3d. So, for fixed d, there are only finitely many n such
that vn(S) ≤ c(d). Thus, in most cases, Corollary 4.8 will be more efficient. We should
mention that Diaz-Lopez, Insko, and Nilsen [DLIN] have come up with a refinement of the
ideas in [DLHH+21] which permits the product of binomial coefficients in Theorem 4.10 to be
replaced by 2d.

The observations of the previous paragraph are borne out by actual computer computations.
In Tables 1 and 2 we show the results of computing pS(1000) for various sets S (first column)
with constant d by the algorithm in [DLHH+21] (second column) and our algorithm (third
column). The run times are in seconds and are the average over 10 trials for each set using a
15-inch 2017 MacBook Pro with a 3.1 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7 processor. In Table 1 the
ni for 0 < i < d are constant in each set, but allowed to increase as one goes down the table.
As expected, the algorithm using vales starts out orders of magnitude faster than the one using
dales but quickly becomes orders of magnitude slower, with the latter’s times being virtually
constant. Similar behaviour is shown in the two parts of Table 2 which keep all of the ni for
0 ≤ i < d constant except for one which is allowed to grow. Note the difference in growth rate
of the vale algorithm between increasing n4 (upper chart) and n0 (lower chart).
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Another advantage to this approach is that it can be modified to count #O(S), the number
of admissible orderings of an admissible pinnacle set S. First, if we fix n > 0 we have that
Lemma 4.2 will again allow us to reduce to the case of cyclic orderings of the pinnacle set S ′

for permutations in Sn+1. We now prove the following intermediate result.

Lemma 4.11. Consider a cyclic ordering [τ ] with dale set D[τ ] and corresponding rj. The
ordering is admissible if and only if

j ≤ n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nrj−1

for all j ∈ [d+ 1].

Proof. Note that, by definition of the ni and ri, the right hand side of the inequality is simply
the number of non-pinnacles small enough to be placed in any of the dales having rank at least
rj. So if for any j we have j > n0 +n1 + · · ·nrj−1, then there will be at least j + 1 dales having
rank at most rj. This means there would not be enough small non-pinnacle elements to fill
them all. Therefore, any such ordering is not admissible. On the other hand, if we have that
j ≤ n0 + n1 + · · ·nrj−1 for all j, then we may always fill all the dales by placing the smallest
non-pinnacle in the lowest ranked dale, and proceeding upwards. The inequalities guarantee
that we will always have enough non-pinnacles to do this at every step, and so we are done.

Since the problem is trivial if d = 0, so we may also assume that d > 0. We also define for
the master dale rank set D

D′ = D − {1l, 1r}

and for any subset B

δB =

{
1 if j ≤ n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nrj−1 for all j ∈ [b],

0 otherwise.

With this notation, we can count admissible orderings.

Theorem 4.12. If d ∈ P and S is admissible then

#O(S) =
∑

B⊆D′: |B|=d−1

δB∪{1l,1r}

d−2∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rd−1−i) .

Proof. We first wish to sum over all possible orderings, partitioned by their dales. Since every
dale set for d > 0 is guaranteed to have d+ 1 elements and contain {1l, 1r}, we may index the
dales by taking B ⊆ D′ where |B| = d− 1. We then consider the following summation

∑
B⊆D′: |B|=d−1

d−2∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rd−1−i) .

Clearly this sums over every possible dale set once, and the expression inside comes from Lemma
4.5, which counts the number of cyclic orderings of S ′ which have dales containing those in B.
However, due to the restrictions placed on the size of B and the comments above, this expression
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will count those cyclic orderings of S ′ which have dales equal to B ∪ {1l, 1r} instead of just a
subset. Therefore, no ordering can be counted twice by two different B’s and so every ordering
is accounted for exactly once in the above summation, making the total d!.

Finally, using Lemma 4.11, we may exclude from this sum precisely those orderings which
are not admissible by writing it as

∑
B⊆D′: |B|=d−1

δB∪{1l,1r}

d−2∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rd−1−i) .

This completes the proof.

We may also rewrite our result in terms of compositions for a faster summation. Lemma 4.11
still holds as the rj are the same whether or not the dales sets are represented as compositions,
but now we will need make some new definitions. Let

C ′(d) = {α = [α1, α2, . . . , αd−1] |= [d− 1] | αi ∈ [0, 2] for all i},

and if α |= b

δα =

{
1 if j ≤ n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nrj−1 for all j ∈ [b],

0 otherwise.

Also, if α = [α1, α2, . . . , αd−1] then define

2⊕ α = [2, α1, α2, . . . , αd−1].

The following result follows from Theorem 4.12 in much the same way that Corollary 4.8
followed from Theorem 4.6. So the proof is omitted.

Corollary 4.13. If d ∈ P and S is admissible then

#O(S) =
∑

α∈C′(d)

δ2⊕α2o
d−2∏
i=0

(d+ 1− i− rd−1−i).
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